
4)

5) Amy put the pearls into the pouch .

(gentle/gently)

3) Steve is reading an book.

(interesting/interestingly)

1)

2) Nathan plays basketball .

(brilliant/brilliantly)

(bitter/bitterly)

8) Aaron ate raw cranberries.

6)

(gracefully/graceful)

Evelyn is a ballet dancer.

(slowly/slow)

The team started , but soon they scored a goal.

7)

Example: The cat drank the milk quickly.  (quick/quickly)

An adjective is a word that describes a noun.

An adverb is a word that modi!es a verb, an adjective, another adverb, or

even an entire sentence.

Complete each sentence using the adjective or adverb as appropriate. 

CHERRY BOMBSK

CHERRY BOMBSK

The road down to the market is in condition.

(good/well)

Leah whispered

(quiet/quietly)

into Alice’s ears.
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4)

5) Amy put the pearls into the pouch gently .

(gentle/gently)

3) Steve is reading an interesting book.

(interesting/interestingly)

1)

2) Nathan plays basketball brilliantly .

(brilliant/brilliantly)

(bitter/bitterly)

8) Aaron ate bitter raw cranberries.

6)

(gracefully/graceful)

Evelyn is a graceful ballet dancer.

(slowly/slow)

The team started , but soon they scored a goal.slowly

7)

Example: The cat drank the milk quickly.  (quick/quickly)

An adjective is a word that describes a noun.

An adverb is a word that modi!es a verb, an adjective, another adverb, or

even an entire sentence.

Complete each sentence using the adjective or adverb as appropriate. 

CHERRY BOMBSK

CHERRY BOMBSK

The road down to the market is in good condition.

(good/well)

Leah whispered

(quiet/quietly)

quietly into Alice’s ears.
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